
     “The 18th District 
owes much of its growth 
and present vitality and 
liveability to ready access 
to public transportation, 
and to the alternative 
routes offered by an 
‘urban grid.’ Our 
collective environmental 
future, and the vitality 
of our urban areas, 
depend on leveraging and 
improving our multi-
modal system.
     “Our current state 
representative, Julie 
Hamos, has played 
a critical part on 
the Transportation 
Committee in the Illinois 
House. It’s important 
that this district, with 
its roots so connected to 
transit, continue to have 
the benefit of an advocate 
knowledgeable on the 
issues.” - Jeff Smith

Vote Feb. 2 to get Illinois back on track • Jeff Smith for State Representative, 18th District
for more ideas on transportation, visit electjeffsmith.org

 Jeff’s Position on Transportation in Illinois
   • Mass transit needs to be treated as necessity, not afterthought. Why must 
our transit systems continually lurch from crisis to crisis? No one ever talks about a 
“doomsday” scenario for our roads and highways, which every taxpayer subsidizes 
heavily; we need to accord as high a priority to modes of transportation other than 
the automobile. A modest gasoline tax, less than a dime, with funding formula 
reform, would support a stable well-funded mass transportation system. Getting 
more people onto public transportation would improve conditions for drivers, too.
   • Alternative transportation is still transportation. Support for healthy and less 
greenhouse-gas-intensive modes such as biking and walking has to be integral to 
planning and reflected in funding as more than recreational.
   • Alleviate costly and frustrating vehicular traffic congestion in the Chicago 
area. Although alternative modes must be promoted, our society is in fact 
automobile-dependent; the personal independence and mobility afforded by cars 
play an important part in the freedom our society enjoys, and in our economic 
vitality. Both to reduce air pollution and carbon footprint, and to reduce the 
enormous costs in lost time, we need to re-think and re-visit traffic control 
decisions that are based on politics rather than traffic engineering standards. 
Planning and evaluation of potential development and zoning should also take 
realistic account of where, why, and how people drive.
   • We should not privatize roads or outsource essential governmental 
functions. It’s critical that decisionmakers on transportation issues that affect the 
public be accountable to the public. The right to travel and the right to locational 
privacy are also impacted by privatization.
   • Transportation funding should be the result of planning, and results 
evaluated by performance standards. Stimulus must not become a massive dose 
of pork, but should be an implementation of purposeful policy.

JEFF SMITH WILL BE A FORCEFUL AND EFFECTIVE ADVOCATE for an expanded and fiscally sound public transit system, 
decreased congestion, and greater support for bicycles and pedestrians.

Representative Activities
  * Transportation and Land Use group, Evanston Climate Change Action Plan
      * Planning process participant, Central Street Master Plan
      * Participant, Evanston Multi-Modal Transportation Plan
      * Attendance at numerous CTA hearings and public meetings
  * Over 30 years using public transit in Rogers Park, Evanston, and the North Shore
      * Lifelong bicyclist; bike path and bike rack advocate in Evanston
      * Research and writing on transportation issues
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